
1. Introduction
The advent of high-resolution geostationary satellite observations has revolutionized the monitoring of the 
temporal evolution of myriad atmospheric and surface phenomena. This capability has led to improved 
weather forecasts (e.g., Mecikalski et  al.,  2016), insights into cloud microphysical evolution (e.g., Letu 
et al., 2019), and better tracking of high-impact events that affect human health, such as smoke plumes 
and blowing dust (Magzamen et al., 2020; Nichols, 2020; Sorensen, et al., 2021). In particular, the two most 
recent NOAA/NASA Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites-R series (represented by GOES-
East, or GOES-16; and GOES-West, or GOES-17; hereafter, G16 and G17, respectively) provide high quality 
observations over much of the Western Hemisphere (Figure 1). Among several instruments on board G16 
and G17, the advanced baseline imagers (ABI; Schmit et al.  [2017]) measure reflectances in the visible, 
near-infrared, and thermal infrared spectral regions (0.47–13.3 ⎧m) with spatial resolutions of 0.5–2 km, 
offering ∼3× higher spectral, ∼4× higher spatial, and ∼5× higher temporal resolution compared to the 
previous-generation GOES imagers.

Over the past several decades, spaceborne multispectral reflectance measurements in the shortwave re-
gion have played a key role in characterizing aerosol properties, as demonstrated both in geostationary 
(Knapp et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2013) and polar-orbiting platforms (Kahn & Gaitley, 2015; Miller, 2003; 
Zhou et al., 2020). Most aerosol optical depth (AOD) retrievals are based on single-view, multi-wavelength 
reflectances. Under cloud-free conditions, the observed reflectance depends on AOD, single scattering al-
bedo (SSA), the scattering phase function, and properties of the underlying surface reflectance. Therefore, 
the accuracy of aerosol retrieval hinges on how well these components are constrained by either a priori 
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information or observations. For example, several studies have demonstrated that incorporating informa-
tion on aerosol SSA and phase functions from NASA aerosol robotic network (AERONET) observations can 
greatly improve AOD retrievals (Shi et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019). Likewise, multi-view measurements such 
as those from the multi-angle imaging spectroradiometer (MISR) allow better constraints on aerosol model 
selections (Si et al., 2021) by sampling a portion of the phase function.

As seen in Figure 1, the G16 and G17 ABI fields of view offer considerable overlap over the conterminous 
United States and the Eastern Pacific Ocean. The dual-viewing geometry available in this broad zone allows 
for an additional constraint on phase function (Chýlek et al. [2003]; the GOES-R ABI algorithm theoretical 
basis document (ATBD) (ABI AOD ATBD, 2018)) in ways analogous to MISR retrievals. To understand the 
potential usefulness of the dual views, Figure 2 highlights the pairs of scattering angles simultaneously 
observed from G16 and G17 in all seasons for several locations in North America. The corresponding scat-
tering angle combinations largely fall within the range between 90° and 180°, indicating that the dual views 
would be particularly useful if aerosol phase function features in this scattering range are a focus.

Scattering angles between 90° and 180° are critical for distinguishing between spherical and non-spherical 
particles (e.g., Kahn et  al.,  1997). The former are generally consistent with properties of non-absorbing 
marine and pollution aerosols, whereas the latter are generally consistent with dust particles that have 
irregular shapes. Although highly scattering spherical particles have a distinct backward scattering peak, 
non-spherical particles have a relatively smooth phase function structure in the backscattering hemisphere. 
Despite significant advances in terms of modeling of irregular particles (Saito et al., 2021), a priori selection 
of the most appropriate dust phase function is not straightforward due to the large variability in and a large 
number of possible combinations of particle size distribution, shape, aspect ratio, and orientation in the 
atmosphere (Dubovik et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2020).

Because uncertainties in the phase function lead to the largest errors in AOD retrieved at large (i.e., backs-
catter) scattering angles, Chýlek et al. (2003) suggested circumventing these uncertainties by engineering 
orbits and viewing geometries such that retrievals are based on moderate scattering angles (50–100°) at 
which spherical and nonspherical phase function differences are minimal. However, such an orbit design 
is impractical to achieve large spatial coverage (which often requires a nadir view). In contrast, with GOES-
8 data, Wang, Liu, et al.  (2003) demonstrated that the backscatter of the same aerosol plume, as viewed 
from multiple backscattering angles (>110°) over several hours by a geostationary satellite, can provide 
strong constraints on the aerosol phase function. Here, with more recent and advanced GOES satellites, we 
propose a new and alternative approach that capitalizes on the differences in simultaneous measurements 
at more than one scattering angle >90° to distinguish between non-absorbing spherical and nonspherical 

Figure 1. Coverage of GOES-16 and GOES-17. G16 was launched in December 2017 and is located at 75.2° West above the equator; G17 was launched in 
March 2018 and is located at 137.2° West. This figure is taken from https://www.goes-r.gov/mission/mission.html, credit: NOAA/GOES-R.
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particles. As seen in Figure 2, the G16 and G17 observational pair cover a broad range of scattering angles, 
most of which are larger than 110°. Therefore, dual-angle retrievals from both G16 and G17 as well as the 
single-view retrievals from either G16 or G17 will enable large spatial coverage of AOD retrieval while 
maintaining a simultaneous ability to characterize aerosol phase function.

In this work, we explore a method for leveraging the synergy between G16 and G17 geostationary satellite 
observations, including the pairs of angles that view the same scene, to determine a best-fit aerosol scatter-
ing phase function. Specifically, we propose a method for adjusting an initial guess of a mineral dust phase 
function to obtain consistent AOD retrievals across the observed scattering angles for a selected case study 
of a Saharan dust plume that was transported over the Atlantic Ocean and reached the Gulf of Mexico. We 
test the applicability of the resulting adjusted phase function by retrieving AOD from G16 and G17 reflec-
tances for an additional case of long-range-transported Saharan dust and compare our retrievals with those 
from the MISR and the operational GOES aerosol products.

2. Methods
2.1. Dust Case Study

The Gulf of Mexico is frequently impacted by long-range transported Saharan dust during the summer 
season from June to September (Carlson & Prospero, 1972; Prospero & Lamb, 2003). As shown in Figures 1 
and 2c, this location resides in the overlap region of G16 and G17, with simultaneous observations avail-
able from two view angles. We selected a Saharan dust plume event, which was observed and forecasted 
(e.g., by the Navy Aerosol Analysis and Prediction System, https://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/aerosol/; Westphal 
et al. [2009]) in its traverse across the Atlantic Ocean. This plume arrived in the Gulf of Mexico around June 
23, 2019. We restricted our study of this case to an over-ocean region to minimize uncertainties associated 
with land surface reflectance (e.g., Zhang et al., 2020). During this period, fires were observed on the Yu-
catán peninsula and elsewhere in the region, so that some smoke was likely present in addition to sea salt 
and dust aerosols. However, the case is dust-dominated, as evidenced by the information to follow.

Figure 2. Scattering angle pairs of G16 and G17 for selected locations, including (a) (48°N, 126°W), (b) (31°N 118°W), (c) (21°N, 90°W), that is, the aerosol 
robotic network Merida site, (d) (30°N, 81°W) and (e) (44°N, 63°W). Calculations were performed over the course of sunrise to sunset on March 1, June 1, 
September 1, and December 1 to represent different seasons. Defining a sun glint region where the glint angle is less than 40°, color-filled symbols represent 
that the pixels are outside the sun glint region and can be used in the proposed methodology. Pixels that are within the sun glint region are excluded in this 
figure and retrievals.

https://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/aerosol/
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Data from this Saharan dust-dominated case study are shown in Figure 3. This dust event was clearly seen 
in the AERONET observations at the Merida site (20.984°N, 89.645°W) on the Yucatán Peninsula, as in-
dicated by the peak in AOD and the weak spectral dependence of AOD (a characteristic of large particles 
relative to the wavelength of light) (Figure 3a). The only day during the elevated AOD period with reported 
AERONET particle property retrievals was 24 June. The presence of dust on 24 June was indicated by the 
small value of the Ångström parameter (Figure 3b) and the retrieved volume size distribution of particles 
in Figure 3c, which was dominated by the coarse mode. The wavelength dependence of the retrieved single 

scattering albedo (SSA; Figure 3d) was also similar to that described by 
Li et al. (2015) for dust. As expected, the retrieved phase functions were 
flat in the scattering angle range between 100 and 160° (Figure 3e), dis-
tinguishing these aerosols from spherical particles.

As shown in Figure 4, the AERONET AOD at Merida was fairly constant 
throughout the day on June 24, 2019. For comparison, G16 and G17 op-
erational (i.e., single-view, stand-alone) AOD retrievals for a coincident 
oceanic pixel in the Gulf of Mexico near Merida (within ∼50 km) are also 
shown. Their agreement with AERONET is reasonable for part of the day. 
However, during the periods of temporal overlap, the G16 and G17 AODs 
are not in agreement with each other, indicative of errors in the surface 
model, aerosol model, or both. We note that for the latitude, longitude, 
and date of this case study (Figure 2c), the periods of overlap when both 
sensors were outside of sun glint were minimal: there was one overlap-
ping time stamp at 16:40 UTC, and a series of nine overlapping points 

Figure 3. Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) Level l.5 retrieval products at the Merida site (Level 2 data were 
unavailable for this case), used for reconstructing the dust phase function. (a) Aerosol optical depth and (b) extinction 
Ångström exponent during June 2019. (c), (d) and (e) provide the averaged volume particle size distribution, single 
scattering albedo, and phase function (at 675 nm), respectively, for June 24, 2019. The AERONET observations are 
described further in Appendix A.

Figure 4. Aerosol Robotic Network -derived aerosol optical depths at 
550 nm on June 24, 2019 at the Merida site (20.984°N, 89.645°W), along 
with G16 and G17 operational products for a pixel located at (21.452°N, 
89.604°W). The geostationary operational environmental satellites 
operational products are described further in Appendix B.
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after about 22:00 UTC. Thus, we used comparisons against AERONET 
and head-to-head comparisons in the post-22:00 UTC time frame when 
validating this new retrieval scheme.

2.2. Retrieval Method

In GOES Mode 6 operations, the ABI provides full disk images every 
10  min and measures radiance in 16 spectral bands. In this study, we 
used full disk imagery reflectances at the 640 nm wavelength (ABI Band 
02; 500 m resolution at nadir) and retrieved AOD over ocean pixels. To 
retrieve AOD from ABI reflectances, we used a look-up table (LUT) ap-
proach, based on calculations from the Unified Linearized Vector Radi-
ative Transfer Model (UNL-VRTM, Xu & Wang,  2019) with VLIDORT 
(Spurr, 2006) as the core radiative transfer code. The UNL-VRTM has the 
capability for line-by-line gas absorption calculations from the HITRAN 
2012 database (Rothman et  al.,  2013), including its ancillary UV-visi-
ble cross-sections for water vapor continuum absorption and Chappu-
is ozone absorption (Wang et al., 2014). The model has been validated 
in and used by several remote sensing theory studies (Ding et al., 2016; 
Xu & Wang,  2015) and aerosol retrieval algorithms for surface (Xu 
et  al.,  2015), airborne (Hou et  al.,  2020), and space-borne instruments 
(Xu & Wang, 2019; Xu et al., 2017).

The UNL-VRTM requires aerosol SSA, phase function, optical depth, 
layer height, and geometric thickness, and ocean surface reflectance to 
simulate ABI reflectances. The aerosol was represented using the June 
24, 2019 AERONET-derived optical properties as a first guess: SSA was 
therefore set equal to 0.968 (per Figure 3d) and the averaged phase func-
tion is shown in Figure  3e was input as discrete points with the same 
scattering angle resolution as the AERONET product. The LUT was con-
structed for a uniform aerosol layer at 2–4 km with optical depths varying 

from 0 to 3. Note that at 640 nm wavelength, the AOD retrieval is not sensitive to the vertical distribution 
of aerosols (Wang, Christopher, et al., 2003); our test shows that lifting the aerosol layer from 2–4 km to 
4–6 km changes AOD less than 2%. The bi-directional ocean reflectance was calculated using the method 
of Cox and Munk (1954), requiring information on ocean surface wind speed. We input the time-varying 
wind speed available in the NCEP North American Regional Reanalysis data, which was 7–11 m s−1 for this 
case. To account for water-leaving radiance, a Lambertian albedo of 0.0009–0.0035, calculated offline from 
the subroutine in the spherical harmonics discrete ordinate method package (SHDOM; Evans [1998]), was 
added to the final ocean reflectance distribution.

Under these first-guess assumptions, Figure 5a shows the retrieved AOD from G16 and G17 reflectance 
observations at 640 nm with an on-ground spatial resolution of 500 m. For comparison, AERONET AOD 
values are also shown, using the Ångström exponent to interpolate to 640 nm. Although the time-depend-
ence of retrieved AOD is more similar to that of AERONET as compared with the GOES operational prod-
ucts shown in Figure  4, both G16 and G17 retrieved AODs are systematically biased high compared to 
AERONET. Further, as is seen with the GOES operational products, the AODs do not match in the overlap 
regions, with 4%–20% differences. In this 12-h period, Figure 5b shows that most of the observations oc-
curred for scattering angles >105°, the backscatter region noted by Chýlek et al. (2003) to be most sensitive 
to uncertainties in the assumed aerosol model. Following Chýlek et al. (2003), we assume that errors in the 
phase function are more significant than surface reflectance, and seek to improve the retrievals by adjusting 
the phase function, with a particular focus on the angles at which the mismatch is greatest. This assumption 
is reasonable based on the sensitivity tests shown in Appendix C, and as discussed further below. As shown 
in Figure 5c, the differences between the retrieved AODs and the AERONET observations are large for scat-
tering angles between ∼110° and 150°, suggesting that changes to the phase function are needed over this 
range. The methodology for doing so is described in the next section.

Figure 5. (a) Aerosol optical depth (AOD) retrievals at 640 nm from the 
AERONET Merida site, and from G16 and G17 observations using the 
SSA and phase function from the June 24, 2019 Aerosol Robotic Network 
(AERONET) inversions at Merida. (b) The corresponding scattering 
angles for G16 and G17 over the course of the case study day. The dotted 
lines represent data points for which the glint angle is <40°. (c) AOD 
percentage difference (((retrieved AOD–obs. AOD)/obs. AOD) × 100%) 
as a function of the scattering angle, where obs. AOD is from AERONET. 
AERONET AODs were interpolated to the G16 and G17 time stamps for 
this comparison.
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2.3. Adjusting the Phase Function

The ABI-observed reflectance is proportional to the product of ambi-
ent AOD, SSA, and phase function. Therefore, to reduce the differences 
shown in Figure 5c, we tested the impact on the retrievals of phase func-
tions that had been adjusted between scattering angles of ∼110°–150° 
by 20%, 30%, and 35%, respectively. The modified phase functions were 
smoothed using a moving average with five neighboring values before 
they were input to the radiative transfer model. SSA was held constant at 
the original value (0.968) for these tests.

Our results show that the phase function adjusted by 30% (Figure 6) re-
sulted in AOD retrievals that best fit the AERONET observations (±10%, 
Figure 7). Further, the average percentage difference between G16 and 
G17 during the overlapping period after 22:00 UTC was reduced to 4% 
and all differences were within 0.05, which can be explained by the cali-
bration uncertainty in G16 and G17 (see Appendix C). As equivalency of 
G16 and G17 retrieved AODs during periods of overlap is a requirement 
for a valid retrieval, this improved agreement further supports that the 
adjusted phase function is more appropriate to the selected case study.

A few points need to be highlighted here. First, compared to the initial Aerosol Robotic Network phase 
function, the adjusted phase function has somewhat enhanced side scattering. This enhancement should 
not be interpreted as a special feature in the dust model, since dual-views from G16 and G17, in this case, do 
not provide observations for the entire range of scattering angle from 0°−180°. Extending this adjustment 
approach to various locations and transport events that cover a larger range of angles would help reduce 
uncertainty in the dust phase function.

Second, in the adjustments above, we have used the AERONET phase function as the first guess, which 
was retrieved using almucantar scans in 360° azimuth from −5° to 180° and then +5° to −180°. On June 
24, 2019, AERONET almucantar data showed that there were five almucantar scans taken, and of those, 
four reported full inversions. Among these four scans, the largest scattering angles for three of them were 
107° or smaller, and the other one was 119°. Therefore, the AERONET phase function has not been well 
constrained for scattering angles between ∼110°−150°, consistent with the range in which the adjustments 
above are most needed.

Third, to understand the sensitivity of the adjusted phase function to the choice of the first guess, we repeat-
ed our methodology, but used the phase function of wet sea salt used in the MODIS and GOES operational 
retrieval algorithms as the first guess. To make a fair comparison, we used the same SSA = 0.968 in this test. 
As shown in Figure 8a, the resulting adjusted phase functions are similar regardless of the initial guesses. 
Even with much larger biases in the initial AOD retrievals as shown in Figure 8b, the adjusted phase func-
tion can achieve AODs within 10% of AERONET. However, the same 10% AOD agreement required five 

more iterations of adjustments if the sea salt phase function was used as 
the first guess. This is not surprising, because a good first guess helps the 
solution converge faster, and vice versa if a relatively poor first guess is 
used. Thus, a better initial guess from AERONET is ideal, but our method 
is not overly reliant on AERONET inversions in the final adjusted phase 
function.

3. Comparisons to Other Independent Retrievals
To test whether the adjusted phase function is applicable to other dust 
cases observed by G16 and G17, we selected an additional case study from 
June 2020. The period of interest occurred during a large and extended 
(mid through late June) Saharan dust transport event that affected the 
Gulf of Mexico and a large portion of the southeastern United States 

Figure 6. Comparison of original Aerosol Robotic Network phase 
function (golden dots) and modified phase function (black dots) after 
increasing the original phase function by 30%. This adjustment was based 
on the differences between observed and retrieved aerosol optical depths 
at scattering angles of 110°–150°. The adjusted phase function is smoothed 
and normalized.

Figure 7. Same as Figure 5a, but using the adjusted phase function shown 
in Figure 6 to re-build the look-up tables for the G16 and G17 retrievals.
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(Francis et  al.,  2020). We conducted retrievals using our methodology 
and compared them against AODs retrieved from the MISR standard and 
research algorithms. An ideal case would be associated with the highest 
AODs observed in the Gulf of Mexico within the main dust plume during 
June 23–27, 2020. Unfortunately, after excluding cloudy and glint regions 
and attempting to maximize the overlap time between G16 and G17 re-
trievals over the MISR swaths, the best case was on June 29, 2020, past the 
date of the major plume event.

For June 29, 2020, retrievals from the MISR research algorithm (Limbach-
er & Kahn, 2019) in Figure 9, performed at 1.1 km pixel resolution, shows 
that the dominant aerosol type over the ocean north and northwest of the 
Yucatán peninsula was indeed dust-like, with AODs between ∼0.4–0.6 
(Figure 9a). The mid-visible AOD fraction of non-spherical dust particles 
was about 0.6 and the fine mode fraction was generally less than 0.4. The 
single scattering albedo was also consistent with the value found for the 
June 2019 case study (Figure 3d). These results confirm the dominance of 
dust aerosol even though the major plume had already passed. Note that 
the region just north of the Yucatán peninsula was affected by consider-
able thin cirrus and is very close to the solar equator. Both these condi-
tions affect the quality of the MISR retrievals. In particular, the range of 
scattering angles observed by MISR is diminished when the sun is high in 
the sky, which directly affects particle-type discrimination. Therefore, the 
MISR Research Algorithm used a limited particle climatology to reduce 
retrieval noise, comprising six-component optical models: three spherical 
models in common with the MISR standard algorithm, two additional 
spherical models, and a non-spherical dust optical analog.

Figure 10 shows detailed retrievals for selected pixels that were consid-
ered cloud-free and away from glint regions. Our retrievals are based on 
the adjusted phase function that used the AERONET phase function as 
the initial guess. All points represent the mean AODs aggregated from 

pixels within 1.2 km radius regions, and the error bars represent the standard deviation of the retrieval 
results. In general, the AOD from the MISR Research Algorithm was systematically ∼0.015–0.02 higher 
than the standard algorithm, well within the uncertainty range of the retrievals, and likely attributable to 
differences in the dust optical model used.

Examining Figure 10, compared to retrievals from the MISR Research Algorithm the operational G16 re-
trieved AODs were smaller by 0.061 ± 0.032 and the operational G17 AODs were larger by 0.158 ± 0.022. 
Errors reported here represent the mean absolute bias ±standard deviation. In addition, the differences 
between G16 and G17 in the operational retrievals were large, indicating errors in the selected aerosol 
model. Among G16 and G17 retrievals, the retrieval from G17 observations using our adjusted phase func-
tion shows the best agreement with MISR, with errors of 0.014 ± 0.012 and a root-mean-square-difference 
(RMSD) of 0.019; most points fall within one standard deviation of the aggregated MISR retrievals. Our new 
G16 retrievals are the second closest ones, with errors of 0.040 ± 0.023 and RMSD of 0.047. The G16 and 
G17 retrievals using our adjusted phase function agreed only within 0.051 ± 0.017 for these selected pixels 
at this time stamp. Based on the sensitivities shown in Appendix C, this offset can be attributed to calibra-
tion differences between the two instruments and errors in modeling ocean surface reflectance.

Although MISR retrievals have the advantage of multi-angle views that are helpful for evaluating the angu-
lar dependencies in the GOES retrievals, the MISR overpass time poses challenges. At 16:50 UTC, the corre-
sponding angles over the Gulf of Mexico for G16 and G17 are 152° and 107°, respectively. Recall from Fig-
ure 6 that these angles are close to the boundaries of the adjusted portion of the phase function. Therefore, 
we extended G16 and G17 retrievals to the entire daytime period, evaluating the success of these retrievals 
by the consistency between G16 and G17 retrievals during periods of overlap.

Figure 8. (a) The prior sea salt phase function and the resulting adjusted 
phase function, both assuming a single scattering albedo of 0.968. For 
comparison, our adjusted phase function using the Aerosol Robotic 
Network (AERONET) phase function as the first guess is also shown. 
(b) aerosol optical depth (AOD) retrievals at 640 nm from G16 and G17 
observations using the prior sea salt phase function and the resulting 
adjusted phase function. AERONET AOD observations (as shown in 
Figures 5a and 7) are also shown.
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Taking retrievals from the 6th and 12th pixel from Figure 10 as examples, Figure 11 shows that the opera-
tional G16 and G17 retrievals have very similar patterns–starting with a larger AOD at a scattering angle of 
∼107° and then decreasing and ending with a smaller AOD at a scattering angle of ∼150°. This is a signa-
ture of the influence of spherical phase functions, which is not surprising because the operational GOES 
algorithm employs only spherical aerosol models. The AOD differences between G16 and G17 operational 
retrievals in all overlap periods for all 20 pixel locations have a mean of 0.157 and a standard deviation of 
0.084. In contrast, as shown in Figures 11, G16 and G17 retrievals using the adjusted phase function agreed 

Figure 9. Map of retrieved (a) aerosol optical depth, (b) non-spherical aerosol optical depth (AOD) fraction, (c) fine 
mode fraction, and (d) single scattering albedo at 16:45 UTC on June 29, 2020, as determined by multi-angle imaging 
spectroradiometer (MISR) Research Algorithm retrievals for Orbit 109209. Cloud contamination precludes retrievals 
(white areas) over most of the land (southeast corner) as well as the northern and much of the eastern parts of the 
scene. In the southwest corner, retrieved particles are smaller, darker, and mostly spherical, likely smoke from the 
Yucatan. The line in (a) indicates the pixels selected for further intercomparisons. The MISR retrieval products are 
described further in Appendix B.
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Figure 10. Retrieved aerosol optical depths (AODs) at 640 nm for selected pixels that are marked by a line in 
Figure 9a. Retrievals include those from the Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) Research Algorithm, the 
geostationary operational environmental satellites (GOES) operational products, and GOES using our adjusted dust 
phase function. All products except the ones using the adjusted phase function report AODs at 550 nm and have been 
converted to 640 nm using spectral scaling coefficients available in the standard MISR product. (b) AOD difference 
compared to those from the MISR Research Algorithm.

Figure 11. Scattering angle (a) and retrieved aerosol optical depths at 640 nm (c) from the operational geostationary 
operational environmental satellites products and (e) those using the adjusted phase function for the sixth pixel shown 
in Figure 10. (b, d, and f) on the right panel are the same as (a, c, and e), respectively, but for the 12th pixel.
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well in the overlap periods, with AOD differences of 0.059 ± 0.072 for all 20 pixel-locations (See Appen-
dix D for further details). The improved agreement between the two AODs suggests that the adjusted phase 
function is more appropriate.

4. Summary
In this study, we explored the use of overlapping ABI observations from GOES-16 and GOES-17 to constrain 
aerosol retrievals, as well as exploiting observations at specific scattering angles to adjust the shape of an a 
priori phase function used to create look-up tables. The complex nature of mineral dust particles confounds 
attempts to determine the most appropriate phase functions from the first principles. This difficulty moti-
vated our attempt to use observations directly to deduce a best-fit dust phase function, taking advantage of 
the ranges of scattering angles represented in the data from the two satellites.

We found that the revised phase function based on the dual-view technique led to better agreement between 
the G16 and G17 retrievals, compared with the operational products, supporting the validity of the results. 
Co-locating with AERONET or another measure of AOD was important, as the methodology requires sep-
arate, accurate measurements of the AOD to serve as one of the constraints.

The representation of the angular scattering from the surface is also an important consideration in applying 
this methodology, as it relies so critically on using the variability across scattering angles to evaluate the 
applied phase function. Over land, as discussed by Zhang et al. (2020), limitations in the representations of 
land surface reflectances lead to biases in retrievals for geostationary observations. The surface models used 
in retrievals for polar-orbiting satellite observations have not been optimized for the different geometries 
accessed by the geostationary instruments. Over-land retrievals present a more challenging situation for 
our proposed methodology, as both the surface reflectances and the aerosol model may require adjustment. 
The use of overlapping G16 and G17 observations provides an additional, helpful constraint for such cases.

To improve characterization of the surface, and thereby improve aerosol retrievals, methods have been pro-
posed and applied that is based on combining data from multiple angles that are accessed through multiple 
overpasses over a time period (e.g., the multiangle implementation of atmospheric correction [MAIAC] 
algorithm; Lyapustin et al. [2018]). This approach could be leveraged in applying elements of the method-
ology we have demonstrated to future multi-view retrievals.

In principle, our method can be applied to other dual-view observations, for example, from the series of 
along track scanning radiometers (ATSR-2 on ERS-2; AATSR on Envisat). Operational algorithms (Bev-
an et al., 2012; Kolmonen et al., 2013; Sayer et al., 2012; Thomas et al., 2009; Veefkind et al., 1998) have 
leveraged these multi-angle observations in separating the atmospheric and surface contributions to the 
top-of-atmosphere reflectances over land. By applying the methodology proposed here, observations of dust 
plumes over the ocean could be used to assess the predefined dust models used in the current operational 
algorithms. Another potential application is to observations in the overlapping coverage of G16 and the 
spinning enhanced visible and infrared imager on the geostationary Meteosat platform. This combination 
provides an interesting different set of dual-view geostationary observations that can be used in our method-
ology to investigate the properties of African dust, both closer to its source and as it is transported westward.

Further exploration of our approach can be undertaken by conducting retrievals over AERONET sites that 
encompass the range of paired observations shown in Figure 2, also covering a range of aerosol types across 
the varied locations. The approach may be especially useful for smoke, for which differences in optical prop-
erties have been shown between fresh and aged emissions, and the findings used to recommend optimized 
fresh and aged smoke phase functions.

Appendix A: Ground-Based Observations
AERONET is a ground-based worldwide network that has routinely monitored aerosol microphysical and 
optical properties for more than 25 years (Holben et al., 1998). AERONET is composed of sun/sky radiom-
eters that measure radiance in the visible and near-infrared spectral regions with a 1.2° field-of-view. Direct 
Sun measurements are used to retrieve aerosol optical depth, whereas sky radiance measurements are used 
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to retrieve the index of refraction, aerosol size distribution, phase function, and single scattering albedo. 
As Level 2 products were not available for the sites of interest in this study, we used V3 Level 1.5 products, 
which are quality controlled through automatic cloud screens but have not had post-field calibrations ap-
plied to the retrievals. Although the exact bias and uncertainty in Level 1.5 data are instrument dependent, 
the differences in AOD between these two levels have a mean of 0.02 and one standard deviations of 0.02 
(Giles et al., 2019).

The dust model used in the AERONET retrieval method is detailed in Dubovik et al. (2006). To account for 
the nonsphericity of dust, they consider mixtures of randomly oriented spheroids with various shapes from 
flattened to elongated spheroids. By incorporating these mixtures, the resulting phase function was in bet-
ter agreement with laboratory observations and smoother at scattering angles between 100° and 160° than 
prior estimates that considered a single fixed axis ratio distribution.

Appendix B: Satellite Data Sets for Evaluation
For pixels over the ocean, the GOES operational aerosol retrieval algorithm (the GOES-R ABI Algorithm 
Theoretical Basis Document (ABI AOD ATBD, 2018),) used four fine modes and five coarse modes, the 
same as used in MODIS Collection 5 products (Levy et al., 2007; Remer et al., 2005, 2006). Aerosol retriev-
als were performed by matching the observed reflectance at 640, 864, 1,610, and 2,240 nm wavelengths 
with the pre-calculated lookup tables, based on the methods described in Tanré et al. (1997) and Vermote 
et al. (2006). The AOD retrieval is available at a temporal resolution of 10 min and a spatial resolution of 
2 km at nadir. The uncertainty in retrieved AOD over the ocean is reported as 0.03 ± 0.05AOD.

In addition to the operational ABI aerosol product, we compared our retrievals to those from MISR. MISR 
on the NASA Terra satellite measures reflectances from nine different angles, in each of four spectral bands 
across the visible and near-infrared (Diner et al., 1998). MISR has a ∼380 km swath and a pixel resolution 
ranging from 275 m near-nadir to 1.1 km off-nadir. The MISR research algorithm is constructed to optimize 
particle-type discrimination with 1.1 km pixel-level retrievals and is run on a case-by-case basis (Limbacher 
& Kahn, 2019). The algorithm includes options to self-consistently retrieve the surface and aerosol or to pre-
scribe the surface from external sources. Retrievals are performed at 1.1 km pixel resolution. Where retrieval 
conditions are ideal, the algorithm minimizes the cost function using 17 component optical models in the 
algorithm lookup table. For the dust case analyzed in the current study, the scene was largely cirrus-con-
taminated and the range of scattering angles was small due to high sun elevation angle, a more limited set 
of component optical models was used for the retrievals shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Appendix C: Sensitivity Tests
We have conducted sensitivity tests to investigate the impacts of uncertainty in ABI calibration, single scat-
tering albedo, and ocean surface reflectance on AOD retrievals and the adjustments in phase function.

Appendix C1: ABI Calibration Uncertainty

The two ABI sensors on G16 and G17 have been compared with the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer 
Suite (VIIRS) onboard the Suomi National Polar-Orbiting Partnership. G16 and G17 both agree within 5% 
with VIIRS (Yu et al., 2019). Based on this result, we perturbed the reflectances of G16 and G17 by 5%, 
which generally leads to an AOD difference of less than 0.05.

Note that it is difficult to compare the two ABI sensors directly. Such a comparison cannot be done by sim-
ply looking at the same scene at the same time, because the surface reflectance, as well as the atmospheric 
path, are different, which will introduce differences in ABI radiances. Instead, the comparison between the 
two ABI sensors will require selecting deep convective cloud scenes and performing statistical comparisons 
for those pixels, which is beyond the scope of the manuscript.
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Appendix C2: SSA Uncertainty

We tested two extremes of assumed SSA (0.9 and 1.0) as inputs for creating lookup tables and checked the 
AOD that would be retrieved for those SSAs using the phase function determined by the AERONET inver-
sion. As shown in Figure C2a, the results for SSA = 1 are similar to our base case of SSA = 0.968. While 
adjusting the single scattering albedo can force agreement with AERONET AOD for part of the timeline, 
the systematic difference between the two sensors after 22:00 UTC is still evident. This difference can only 
be corrected by adjusting the phase function over the appropriate angles. This observation emphasizes the 
value of dual-view geostationary observations.

Next, we repeated our procedure for the adjustment of the phase function. For the case of SSA = 0.9, there 
are larger differences over most of the period and poor agreement between the two retrievals after 22:00 
UTC. Based on these AOD biases, adjustments to the initial phase function were performed assuming 
SSA = 0.9, and the resulting phase function is shown in Figure C2b, along with the adjusted phase func-
tion based on an assumed SSA = 0.968. As expected, the case of SSA = 0.9 leads to larger adjustments in 
phase function, but the adjustments in both cases are successful in attaining AOD agreement within 10% 
in Figure C2c.

The results show that it is possible to find a different combination of SSA and phase function that can match 
the observations and that aligns the retrievals from the two sensors. This finding points to the importance of 
an independent constraint on SSA. It may be possible to leverage more of the information in the geostation-
ary data to assist with constraining SSA, but that should be explored in follow-on work.

Figure C2. (a) Aerosol optical depth (AOD) retrievals at 640 nm for the Merida case study on June 24, 2019, using the 
Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) phase function but two different values for , single scattering albedo (SSA) (0.9 
and 1.0). (b) Phase functions from the AERONET operational product (blue), the adjustments based on an assumed 
SSA of 0.968 (red), and the adjustments based on a given SSA of 0.9 (black). (c) The corresponding AOD retrievals at 
640 nm using the phase function that has been adjusted assuming SSA = 0.9.
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Appendix C3: Ocean Reflectance Uncertainty

The uncertainty in ocean surface reflectance is estimated by considering the chlorophyll-a concentration of 
1.85 mg m−3 retrieved at the pixel of interest on June 24, 2019. Compared to the case with no chlorophyll-a, 
the increased concentration enhances the Lambertian component of the ocean reflectance. When used 
with the AERONET phase function, the increased ocean reflectance leads to lower AOD retrievals by 4% for 
G16% and 3% for G17 (Figure C3a). This reduces some of the high bias in Figure 5, but adjustments to the 
phase function are still necessary to achieve AOD agreement within 10%, as shown in Figures C3b and C3c.

Appendix D: Retrievals for the Remaining 18 Pixels
Retrievals for the remaining 18 pixels in Figure 10 are shown in Figure D1. Similar to the example given in 
Figure 11, the AOD differences between G16 and G17 operational retrievals in the overlap period are gen-
erally larger than those between G16 and G17 retrievals using the adjusted phase function. This evaluation 
indicates that the improved agreement between the G16 and G17AODs is robust.

Figure C3. (a) G16 and G17 aerosol optical depth (AOD) retrievals for the Merida case study on June 24, 2019, 
using the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) phase function and surface reflectances assuming chlorophyll-a 
concentrations of 0 mg m−3 and 1.85 mg m−3. AODs from AERONET products are also shown. (b) The adjusted phase 
function, applying the methodology using the surface reflectances from different chlorophyll-a concentrations. (c) Same 
as (a), but using the adjusted phase function in (b).
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Data Availability Statement
All the retrievals presented in the paper will be made freely available through the Mountain Scholar data re-
pository. AERONET data and products can be freely accessed via https://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/new_web/. 
The operational GOES aerosol products for both satellites were available as of January 1, 2019, at https://
www.avl.class.noaa.gov/saa/products/search?sub_id=0&datatype_family=GRABIPRD&submit.x=28&-
submit.y=2.

Figure D1. Plots of (a) scattering angles, and retrieved aerosol optical depths from (b) geostationary operational environmental satellites (GOES) operational 
products, and from (c) GOES observations but using the adjusted phase function, for the first 10 pixels in Figure 10 (ordered top to bottom, with the sixth pixel 
excluded). (d)–(f) are the same as (a)–(c), but for the last 10 pixels in Figure 10 (with the 12h pixel excluded).

https://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/new%5Fweb/
https://www.avl.class.noaa.gov/saa/products/search%3Fsub%5Fid%3D0%26datatype%5Ffamily%3DGRABIPRD%26submit.x%3D28%26submit.y%3D2
https://www.avl.class.noaa.gov/saa/products/search%3Fsub%5Fid%3D0%26datatype%5Ffamily%3DGRABIPRD%26submit.x%3D28%26submit.y%3D2
https://www.avl.class.noaa.gov/saa/products/search%3Fsub%5Fid%3D0%26datatype%5Ffamily%3DGRABIPRD%26submit.x%3D28%26submit.y%3D2
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